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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The ETRR-2 core consists of an array of 6x5 with 29 fuel elements and a central irradiation position. 
In order to determine the fuel management strategy, a lot of variables and boundary conditions should 
be studied simultaneously. 
WIMSD4 is used to generate cross section libraries and CITATION is used for core calculation with a 
simplified core model of one homogenized fuel region and calculation model of three energy groups, 
to decrease the computer running time, then a more detailed core and calculation models are used for 
farther studies and load follow. 
Out-in, fixed end of cycle excess reactivity basis along with basic core variables and conventional 
strategies are used for the first estimation of an appropriate fuel management strategy. 
The main reactor operation requirements that are to be satisfied are:-control rod pattern movement 
strategy that fulfills safe operation and reactor optimum utilization;- A good shutdown margin along 
with the fuel cycle length that exceeds the maximum begin of cycle excess reactivity;-  Appropriate 
end of cycle reactivity to prevent power transients (which usually appears at the end of core fuel 
cycle);- Enough EOC reactivity for fixed and non-fixed experiments demands;- the number of 
discharged fuel elements that have maximum allowable burn-up at the end of each fuel cycle with 
optimum fuel cycle length for economical fuel usage ( the maximum allowable fuel discharge burn up 
is of the order 63.5% for MTR fuel plate type which is in agreement with NRC recommendation for 
the fuel plate types to prevent the buildup of the fuel cladding oxidation, that is an exothermic reaction 

The Egypt second research reactor has many irradiation channels, beam tubes and irradiation 
boxes, inside and outside the reactor core. The core reload configuration has great effect on the 
core performance and fluxes in the irradiation channels. 
This paper deals with the design and safety analysis that were performed for the determination 
of ETRR2 in-core fuel management strategy which fulfills neutronic design criteria, safety 
reactor operation, utility optimization and achieve the overall fuel management criteria. 
The core is divided into 8 zones, in order to obtain the minimum and adjacent fuel movement 
scheme that is recommended from the operational point of view. Then a search for the initial 
core using backward iteration, one get different initial cores, one initial core would assume the 
equilibrium core after 250 full power days of operation, while the other assumes equilibrium 
after 199 full power days, and shows a better performance of power peaking factor. 
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which will raise fuel temperature;- Core reactivity produced per U-235 gram consumed that achieves 
safe reactor operation, limitation on power peaking factor. 
A procedure was followed in the design, first a reference core and fuel management schemes were 
suggested according to the previous accumulated experience and the reactor design purposes. This 
reference core and its reference management strategy was studied and improved for the verification of 
operational conditions. From this study, a reference equilibrium core was obtained and a large amount 
of data and knowledge for the reactor core is obtained. 
Starting with the reference equilibrium core, some variables were studies simultaneously, the 
equilibrium cores, the proposed fuel movement schemes and the obtained initial core and its depletion 
variable parameters. 
The design of reload configuration depends on the stage of the reactor life, batches of fuel elements 
available, and on the goal of the reactor operation. 
In the paper, and to study the know how to design a reload configuration, the reactor stage of life is 
considered to be the reactor before start to operate and produce power 
Concerning the design before start to produce power, there were two reduced fuel elements proposed 
in order to obtain an initial core close to equilibrium, standard fuel elements with 404.7gm of U-235 
and two reduced, 209gm and 148 grams of U-235, which are equivalent to 48% and 63.5% burn up 
respectively and relative to the standard type. 
The study represents the result of different stage of designing the fuel management, dividing the core 
into two zones, four and six zones, and its corresponding fuel management strategies and core 
performance. 
Then core is divided into eight zones, to achieve the requirement or minimizing fuel movements in 
each chain, which is recommended from the operational point of view. 
Concerning the eight zones core, a detailed description of the know how to design a fuel management 
strategy that fulfills the operational conditions and safety limits is represented. 
A backward iteration was used to estimate the initial core from the estimated equilibrium core, the 
iteration starts with the estimated equilibrium core burn up distribution while in the back group there 
will be a core with all fresh fuel elements of standard type. The equilibrium core BU distribution and 
fresh core represent a starting package of the iteration, which assumes that it has the targeted 
equilibrium core. 
In each stage of the iteration, when transforming from the BOC of a core to the EOC of the its 
supposed previous core, it inserts the three fuel types, and three different EOC core is obtained. After 
each stage of the iteration, the obtained previous core is reviewed and some cores are rejected based 
on experience. 
The result of this iteration is some estimated initial core. 
Then starting with this estimated initial cores, using a two dimension code, the core is depleted in 
order to test the depletion behavior, during this step some obtained initial cores from the iteration are 
rejected as it violate some neutronic and fuel management criteria. 
From the last stage equilibrium cores are obtained, compared with the reference equilibrium core, 
some are rejected and others remain, a further analysis is performed in the intermediate cores and the 
equilibrium core for the verification of the operational conditions. 
Some iteration results along with fuel movement schemes give an accepted result. 
In the accepted package from the iteration, the fuel management scheme, the initial cores are analyzed 
using three-dimension diffusion code. 
The work presents the performance of a proposed strategy, and some of recommended initial core, it 
was obvious that some initial cores for the same strategy have different results. As one of the initial 
cores tends to assume equilibrium after 250 full power days and during depletion have a maximum 
power peaking factor of 2.81, while, another initial core tends to the equilibrium after 199 full power 
days and during depletion have a maximum power peaking factor of 2.4. 
 
2. Procedure and results 
 
2.1. The design was obtained, using a well known previously tested reference fuel management 
strategy, Figure 1 shows the previously tested fuel management strategy 
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Table 2 shows the main neutronic data for this strategy the reference core was depleted, and the 
reference core passing through the intermediate cores up to equilibrium was analyzed. 

 
Fig. 1 Reference fuel management strategy Tab. 1 Reference fuel management main neutronic 
data 
 
Then a verification of the operational conditions on the first and second shutdown system is 
performed. 
 
2.2. A reference core at the average burn up of 45000 MWD/MTU is used to obtain the power destiny 
distribution in order to predict the burn up and fuel residence time while designing the fuel movement 
schemes, table 2 list the average burn up core data which will be used in the next design stage. 

 
Tab. 2 list the average burn up core data which will be used in the next design stage 
 
2.3. Starting with 2 zones, the core is further divided into sub zones as shown in the figure below. 
 

 
Fig. 2 the two zones core (left) and four zones (right), numbers indicated the power released from each 

zone to sum the 22 nominal reactor power 

Position BU step 4 cycles 3 cycles 2 cycles 1 cycle
30 0.2257 17.1532 12.8649 8.5766 4.2883
29 0.204 15.504 11.628 7.752 3.876
28 0.213 16.188 12.141 8.094 4.047
27 0.206 15.656 11.742 7.828 3.914
26 0.186 14.136 10.602 7.068 3.534
25 0.169 12.844 9.633 6.422 3.211
24 0.221 16.796 12.597 8.398 4.199
23 0.241 18.316 13.737 9.158 4.579
22 0.26 19.76 14.82 9.88 4.94
21 0.286 21.736 16.302 10.868 5.434
20 0.225 17.1 12.825 8.55 4.275
19 0.194 14.744 11.058 7.372 3.686
18 0.221 16.796 12.597 8.398 4.199
17 0.247 18.772 14.079 9.386 4.693
16 0.306 23.256 17.442 11.628 5.814
15 0 0 0 0 0
14 0.267 20.292 15.219 10.146 5.073
13 0.201 15.276 11.457 7.638 3.819
12 0.205 15.58 11.685 7.79 3.895
11 0.231 17.556 13.167 8.778 4.389
10 0.254 19.304 14.478 9.652 4.826

9 0.281 21.356 16.017 10.678 5.339
8 0.223 16.948 12.711 8.474 4.237
7 0.193 14.668 11.001 7.334 3.667
6 0.171 12.996 9.747 6.498 3.249
5 0.187 14.212 10.659 7.106 3.553
4 0.203 15.428 11.571 7.714 3.857
3 0.2 15.2 11.4 7.6 3.8
2 0.183 13.908 10.431 6.954 3.477
1 0.167 12.692 9.519 6.346 3.173
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Using table 2, each sub zone is further divided into sub zones, to collect the 8 zones core, using trail 
and error, fuel management schemes in each sub zone is suggested and the expected DBU is listed in 
tables 3, in order to expect how successful the schemes are. 

  
Figs. 3 sub zone sub division (different contrast),             Tabs. 3   the expected discharge burn up 
numbers show the energy release per sub zone 
 
2.4. Then in order to design the chain sequence, trail and errors used, for the interference in the chains 
as shown in table 4. 
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subcycle Position Cycles duration BU Power Fuel residence time 
(FPD)

1 4 12.692 43.79781
7 4 14.668 73.89047
8 4 16.948 58.50237
9 4 21.356 73.89047

Dis.BU 65.664 250.0811 215.9791456
2 4 13.908 47.86039
3 4 15.2 52.40823
4 4 15.428 53.12666
10 4 19.304 66.65869

Dis.BU 63.84 220.054 190.0466122

subcycle Position Cycles duration BU Power Fuel residence time 
(FPD)

25 4 12.844 44.40163
19 4 14.744 51.04092
13 4 15.276 52.78724
14 4 20.292 70.09571

Dis.BU 63.156 218.3255 188.5538444
26 4 14.136 48.84733
27 4 15.656 54.05211
20 4 17.1 59.07503
21 4 21.736 74.92475

Dis.BU 68.628 236.8992 204.5947809

 subcycle Position  Cycles
duration

BU  Power   Fuel
 residence
time (FPD

30 3  12.8649  44.47858
24 4  16.796  58.04774
23 4  18.316  63.18268
22 1  4.94  17.07365

Dis.BU  52.9169  182.7826 157.85
30 1  4.2883  14.82619
29 4  15.504  53.61686
28 4  16.188  55.80558
22 3  14.82  51.22094

Dis.BU  50.8003  175.4696 151.54

subcycle Position Cycles BU Power Fuel subcycle Position Cycles BU Power Fuel 
Subcycle 1 6 1 3.249 33.70325 Subcycle 3 12 4 15.58 53.86599

5 4 14.212 49.1153 18 4 16.796 57.96604
11 4 17.556 60.55832 17 4 18.772 64.91532
16 2 11.628 40.10284 9 2 10.678 36.94523

Sum 46.645 183.4797 158.4598 Sum 61.826 213.6926 184.5527
30 3 12.8649 44.47858 25 3 9.633 33.30122
24 4 16.796 58.04774 19 4 14.744 51.04092
23 4 18.316 63.18268 13 4 15.276 52.78724
22 1 4.94 17.07365 14 4 20.292 70.09571

Sum 52.9169 182.7826 157.8577 Sum 59.945 207.2251 178.9671
Subcycle 2 26 4

14.136 48.84733
Subcycle 4 2 4

13.908 47.86039
27 4 15.656 54.05211 3 4 15.2 52.40823
20 4 17.1 59.07503 4 4 15.428 53.12666
21 2 10.868 37.46238 10 4 19.304 66.65869

Sum 57.76 199.4368 172.2409 Sum 63.84 220.054 190.0466
1 4 12.692 43.79781 30 1 4.2883 14.82619
7 4 14.668 73.89047 29 4 15.504 53.61686
8 4 16.948 58.50237 28 4 16.188 55.80558
9 4 21.356 73.89047 22 3 14.82 51.22094

Sum 65.664 250.0811 215.9791 21 2 10.868 37.46238
Sum 61.6683 212.932 183.8958

3.0896973.380961
6 12 18

5 11 17

16

6 12

16
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5 11 17

4.259928 3.118708
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23 29
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21
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22
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Position Cycles 
duration

BU Power Fuel 
residence 
time (FPD)

6 4 12.996 44.93766
5 4 14.212 49.1153
11 4 17.556 60.55832
16 2 11.628 40.10284

Dis.BU 56.392 194.7141 168.1622
12 4 15.58 53.86599
18 4 16.796 57.96604
17 4 18.772 64.91532
16 2 10.678 36.94523

Dis.BU 61.826 213.6926 184.5527
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This strategy is studied, starting with the reference equilibrium core, depleting the core until it reaches 
the equilibrium cycle. 

 
Tab. 5 shows the resultant fuel management main neutronic parameters, which shows that this strategy 
fulfills the operation constrains and the number of fuel movements is less than the case of two zones 
core. 
 
The resultant values show a good agreement with the expected values. 
 
2.5. Using the sequence suggested above, initial cores proposed using a backward iteration, different 
initial cores suggested, figures 4 and 5 shows the different performances for two different initial cores 
for the same fuel management strategy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 the performance of the power peaking factor for different initial cores, while depleting up to the 

equilibrium core 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 the power peaking factor for the two proposed starting cores, the second core will assume 
equilibrium at 199 full power days, and have the same neutronic behavior as the first, which assumes 
equilibrium at 250 full power days 
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3. Load follow 
 
As the reactor starts to produce power, the nuclear engineer responsible for the core fuel management 
should maintain a close load follow, where, during each operation time, the related full power days is 
calculated, then the core is burned to simulate the actual burn up. 
During core burn up, and in order to compare the calculation and the actual case, the control rod 
positions at different states are compared, and the standard deviation could be obtained to measure the 
confident on the calculation line used to perform load follow, figure 7 Shows the error obtained during 
load follow and the standard deviation was 39%, using five group energy boundaries in the calculation 
model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Conclusion 

The research reactor fuel management strategy depends on the user demand and the fuel batches 
available; the core performance is highly dependent on the strategy applied. 
The above technique of using the reference core at the average burn up data for predicting the fuel 
future history has shown a good agreement with the resultant calculated values. 
The backward technique is similar to the backward depletion analysis that is used in the power plant 
fuel management design [3,4] give a good results for the initial cores for a specific strategy. 
One stage of the design procedure was not presented in this paper which studies the improvements to 
the performance of the reference core and utilization optimization, in this stage a data concerning the 
behavior of the reference core is accumulated, this technique is similar to the heuristic and knowledge 
search used in the power plant optimization techniques. [3,4] 
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Figure 6 shows the error between actual and 
calculated critical reactivities during the 
characterization of the fourth ETRR-2 core, 
using three energy groups in the calculation 
model. 
It shows the error obtained during load follow 
and the standard deviation was 53%, using three 
energy groups in the calculation model. 

Figure 7 the error between actual and calculated 
critical reactivities during the characterization of 
the fourth ETRR-2 core, using five energy groups 
in the calculation model. 


